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Synopsis

An encounter with a mysterious stranger brings 

unsettling premonitions,  sending Marshall Walker 

on a desperate race through memory and time 

to reunite with his estranged daughter Charlotte 

and undo a fateful mistake, or risk being trapped 

between worlds forever.



From the Creators

A friend called from the living room of her recently passed father’s empty house.  

She was there to retrieve a box of pictures that had been left out of the will.  After 

years of mutual abandonment, the coming of the end was sudden, and the only 

thing she had left was regret.

But what if it’s never too late?  Even at the last moment, what if there’s always a 

chance to make a different choice? 

Waking Marshall Walker paints for us a different world, where the effects of the 

choices we make ripple into other dimensions, where loss isn’t final, and where 

finality is but a doorway to endless possibility. 

As modern life brings new challenges to old notions of happiness and success, 

the story resonates with that deep yearning and questioning for what it is that 

brings us true happiness.  And it’s in the magic of that gentle truth that Marshall 

and Charlotte ultimately find that their happiness is much closer to home than 

they had imagined.
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The Directors

Co-Directors Bjorn Thorstad and Gabriel Baron are New York based directors who 

recently collaborated as co-directors on a pilot for an interactive web series.  Bjorn most 

recently directed a new-media scholastic audio adventure series.   Gabriel Baron is a 

filmmaker and award winning stage director whose work earned him Seattle’s “Genius 

Award” and received nomination for a Gregory Award as Outstanding Director for his 

production of Accidental Death of an Anarchist.  Most recently, he directed two music 

videos for NY based singer/songwriters.

The Writer/Executive Producers
Waking Marshall Walker is the first completed writing and executive producing 

collaboration for Giorgio Litt and Thom Canalichio, co-founders of Soul of Wit 

Films, among numerous other projects in development.  Giorgio is a Los Angeles 

based actor and filmmaker, and Thom Canalichio is a media relations consultant 

and a freelance editor and journalist.  Soul of Wit Films is currently developing the 

untitled television drama based on Waking Marshall Walker.

The Producers

Joe Towne and Eric Goldrich are Los Angeles based actors and producers 

whose recent collaboration Speak Now won the Write/Rec Audience Award 

at the 2013 Austin Film Festival.  The film was produced by Eric, who is the 

president of A2A Productions.  Joe is the creator, producer, and star of the hit 

web series Friends In Therapy.

The Director of Photography
Matthew Boyd is an award-winning cinematographer credited with 13 feature films, 

over 30 short films, and a multitude of  TV series, documentaries, commercials and 

music videos.  Most recently, he shot Mary Loss of Soul for Jennifer B. White and 

Crossed the Line for Ice T.

Sarah Drew        
Since 2009, Sarah Drew has played Dr. April Kepner, a series regular on the ABC hit 

TV series Grey’s Anatomy.  Her resume includes appearances in over twenty television 

series and ten feature films, including her most recent project Mom’s Night Out, slated 

for theatrical release in May 2014,  where she co-stars with Sean Astin and Patricia 

Heaton. 

Richard Warner      
Richard Warner has acted regionally in over eighty roles and directed over thirty staged 

productions over the course of his thirty-five year career.  He heads the Acting Program 

at the University of Virginia’s Department of Drama.  He appeared in Lincoln directed 

by Steven Spielberg, National Geographic’s Killing Lincoln and Killing Kennedy with Rob 

Lowe.

Charlotte Marshall



technical info:
arri alexa
apple pro res 4444
23.98 fps

screening format:
DCP, Blu Ray, and 
Quicktime

running time:
15 minutes 
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